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Sets and set expressions started appearing as modelling devies in some on-straint languages. Set variables are often implemented by the set interval repre-sentation [13℄. In the absene of suh an expliit set onept, modellers usuallypainstakingly represent a set variable by its harateristi funtion, namely as asequene of 0/1 integer variables, as long as the size of the domain of the set.Relations have not reeived muh attention yet in onstraint programminglanguages, exept total funtions, via arrays. Indeed, a total funtion f an berepresented in many ways [15℄, say as a 1-dimensional array of variables overthe range of f , indexed by its domain, or as a 2-dimensional array of Booleanvariables, indexed by the domain and range of f , or as a 1-dimensional arrayof set variables over the domain of f , indexed by its range, or even with someredundany. Other than retrieving the (unique) image under a total funtion ofa domain element, there has been no support for relational expressions.Matrix modelling [8, 10, 31℄ has been advoated as one way of apturing om-mon modelling patterns. Alternatively, it has been argued [11, 15℄ that funtions,and hene relations, should be supported by an abstrat datatype (ADT). It isthen the ompiler that must (help the modeller) hoose a suitable representa-tion, say in a ontemporary onstraint programming language, for eah instaneof the ADT, using empirially or theoretially gained modelling insights.We here demonstrate, as originally onjetured in [9℄, that a suitable �rst-order relational alulus is a good basis for a high-level, ADT-based, and solver-independent onstraint modelling language. It gives rise to very natural andeasy-to-maintain models of ombinatorial problems. Even in the (temporary)absene of a orresponding high-level searh language, this generality does notneessarily ome at a loss in solving eÆieny, as abstrat relational models aredevoid of representation details so that the results of analysis an be exploited.Our aims here are only to justify and present our new language, alled esra,to illustrate its elegane and the exibility of its models by some examples, andto argue that it an be ompiled into eÆient models in lower-level (onstraintprogramming) languages. The syntax, denotational semantis, and type systemof the proposed language are disussed in full detail in an online appendix [12℄and a seond prototype of the advoated ompiler is under development.The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2, we present ourrelational language for modelling ombinatorial problems and deploy it on threereal-life problems before disussing its ompilation. This allows us to list, inSetion 3, the bene�ts of relational modelling. Finally, in Setion 4, we onludeas well as disuss related and future work.2 Relational Constraint Modelling with esraIn Setion 2.1, we justify the design deisions behind our new esra onstraintmodelling language, targeted at onstraint programmers. Then, in Setion 2.2,we introdue its onepts, syntax, type system, and semantis. Next, in Se-tion 2.3, we deploy esra on three real-life problems. Finally, in Setion 2.4, wedisuss the design of our prototype ompilers for esra.



2.1 Design DeisionsThe key design deisions for our new relational onstraint modelling language |alled esra for Exeutable Symbolism for Relational Algebra | were as follows.We want to apture ommon modelling idioms in a new abstrat datatypefor relations, so as to design a high-level and simple language. The onstruts ofthe language are orthogonal, so as to keep the language small. Computationalompleteness is not aimed at, as long as the language is useful for elegantlymodelling a large number of ombinatorial problems.We fous on �nite, disrete domains. Relations are built from suh domainsand sets are viewed as unary relations. Theoretial diÆulties are sidesteppedby supporting only bounded quanti�ation, but not negation nor sets of sets.The language has an ASCII syntax, mimiking mathematial and logialnotation as losely as possible, as well as a LATEX-based syntax, espeially usedfor pretty-printing models in that notation.2.2 Conepts, Syntax, Type System, and Semantis of esraFor reasons of spae, we only give an informal semantis. The interested readeris invited to onsult [12℄ for a omplete desription of the language. Essentially,the semantis of the language is a onservative extension of existential seond-order logi. Existential quanti�ation of relations is used to assert that relationsare to be found that satisfy sets of �rst-order onstraints. This is in ontrastwith extensions of logi programming [6, 25℄ where seond-order relations anbe spei�ed reursively using Horn lauses, whih needs a muh more arefultreatment of the �xed-point semantis.Code exerpts are here provided out of the semanti ontext of any partiularproblem statement, just to illustrate the syntax, but a suggested reading in plainEnglish is always provided. In Setion 2.3, we will atually start from plainEnglish problem statements and show how they an be modelled in esra. Codeexerpts are always given in the pretty-printed form, but we indiate the ASCIInotation for every symbol where it neessarily di�ers.An esra model starts with a sequene of delarations of named domains(or types) as well as named onstants and deision variables that are tied todomains. Then omes the objetive, whih is to �nd values for the deision vari-ables within their domains so that some onstraints are satis�ed and possiblysome ost expression takes an optimal value.The Type System. A primitive domain is a �nite, extensionally given set ofnew names or integers, omma-separated and enlosed as usual in urly braes.An integer domain an also be given intensionally as a �nite integer interval,by separating its lower and upper bounds with `: : :' (denoted in ASCII by `..'),without using urly braes. When these bounds oinide, the orresponding sin-gleton domain n : : : n or fng an be abbreviated to n. Context always determineswhether an integer n designates itself or the singleton domain fng. A domainan also be given intensionally using set omprehension notation.



The only prede�ned primitive domains are the sets N (denoted in ASCII by`nat') and Z (denoted in ASCII by `int'), whih are `0 : : : sup' and `inf : : : sup'respetively, where the prede�ned onstant identi�ers `inf' and `sup' stand for thesmallest negative and largest positive representable integers respetively. User-de�ned primitive domains are delared after the `dom' keyword and initialisedat ompile-time, using the `=' symbol, or at run-time, via a data�le, otherwiseinteratively.Example 1. The statement dom Varieties ;Bloksdelares two domains alled Varieties and Bloks that are to be initialised at run-time. As in opl [31℄, this neatly separates the problem model from its instanedata, so that the atual onstraint satisfation problem is obtained at run-time.Similarly, the statementdom Players = 1 : : : g � s; Weeks = 1 : : : w; Groups = 1 : : : gwhere g; s; w are integer-onstant identi�ers (assumed previously delared, in away shown below), delares integer domains alled Players , Weeks , and Groupsthat are initialised at ompile-time.Finally, the delarationdom Even = fi j i : 0 : : : 100 j i % 2 = 0ginitialises the domain Even of all even natural numbers up to 100.The usual binary in�x � onstrutor (denoted in ASCII by `#') allows theonstrution of Cartesian produts.The only onstruted domains are relational domains. In order to simulta-neously apture frequently ourring multipliity onstraints on relations, weo�er a parameterised binary in�x � domain onstrutor. The relational domainA M1�M2 B, where A and B are (possibly Cartesian produts of) primitive do-mains, designates a set of binary relations in A�B. The optional M1 and M2,alled multipliities, must be integer sets and have the following semantis: forevery element a of A, the number of elements of B related to a must be in M1,while for every element b of B, the number of elements of A related to b mustbe in M2.1 An omitted multipliity stands for N.Example 2. The onstruted domainVarieties r�k Bloksdesignates the set of all relations in Varieties�Bloks where every variety oursin exatly r bloks and every blok ontains exatly k varieties. These are twoourrenes where an integer abbreviates the singleton domain ontaining it.1 Note that our syntax is the opposite of the uml one, say, where the multipliities arewritten in the other order, with the same semantis. That onvention an howevernot be usefully upgraded to Cartesian produts of arity higher than 2.



In the absene of suh failities for relations and their multipliities, a re-lational domain would have to be modelled using arrays, say. This may be apremature ommitment to a onrete data struture, as the modeller may notknow yet, espeially prior to experimentation, whih partiular (array-based)representation of a relational deision variable will lead to the most eÆientsolving. The problem onstraints, inluding the multipliities, would have to beformulated in the onstraints part of the model, based on the hosen represen-tation. If the experiments revealed that another representation should be tried,then the modeller would have to �rst painstakingly reformulate the delarationof the deision variable as well as all its onstraints. Our ADT view of relationsoveromes this aw: it is now the ompiler that must (help the modeller) hoosea suitable representation for eah instane of the ADT by using empirially ortheoretially gained insights. Also, multipliities need not beome ounting on-straints, but are suintly and onveniently aptured in the delaration.We view sets as unary relations: A M , where A is a domain andM an integerset, onstruts the domain of all subsets of A whose ardinality is in M . Themultipliity M is mandatory here; otherwise there would be ambiguity whethera value of the domain A is an element or an arbitrarily sized subset of A.For total and partial funtions, the left-hand multipliity M1 is 1 : : : 1 and0 : : : 1 respetively. In order to dispense with these left-hand multipliities fortotal and partial funtions, we o�er the usual �! and 6�! (denoted in ASCIIby `->' and `+>') domain onstrutors respetively, as shorthands. They may stillhave right-hand multipliities though.For injetions, surjetions, and bijetions, the right-hand multipliity M2 is0 : : : 1, 1 : : : sup, and 1 : : : 1 respetively. Rather than elevating these partiularases of funtions to �rst-lass onepts with an invented spei� syntax in esra,we prefer keeping our language lean and lose to mathematial notation.Example 3. The onstruted domain(Players �Weeks) �!s�w Groupsdesignates the set of all total funtions from Players �Weeks into Groups suhthat every group is related to exatly sw (player,week) pairs.We provide no support (yet) for bags and sequenes, as relations provideenough hallenges for the time being. Note that a bag an be modelled as a totalfuntion from its domain into N, giving the repetition ount of eah element.Similarly, a sequene of length n an be modelled as a total funtion from 1 : : : ninto its domain, telling whih element is at eah position. This does not meanthat the representation of bags and sequenes is �xed (to the one of total fun-tions), beause, as we shall see in Setion 2.4, the various relations (and thustotal funtions) of a model need not have the same representation.Modelling the Instane Data and Deision Variables. All identi�er de-larations are strongly typed and denote variables that are impliitly universally



quanti�ed over the entire model, with the onstants expeted to be ground beforesearh begins while the deision variables an still be unbound at that moment.Like the user-de�ned primitive domains, onstants help desribe the instanedata of a problem. A onstant identi�er is delared after the `st' keyword andis tied to its domain by `:', meaning set membership. Constants are initialisedat ompile-time, using the `=' symbol, or at run-time, via a data�le, otherwiseinteratively. Again, run-time initialisation provides a neat separation of problemmodels and problem instanes.Example 4. The statement st r; k; � : Ndelares three natural number onstants that are to be initialised at run-time.As already seen in Examples 2 and 3, the availability of total funtions makesarrays unneessary. The statementst CrewSize : Guests �! N; SpareCap : Hosts �! Ndelares two natural-number funtions, to be provided at run-time.A deision-variable identi�er is delared after the `var' keyword and is tiedto its domain by `:'.Example 5. The statementvar BIBD : Varieties r�k Bloksdelares a relation alled BIBD of the domain of Example 2.Modelling the Cost Expression and the Constraints. Expressions and�rst-order logi formulas are onstruted in the usual way.For numeri expressions, the arguments are either integers or identi�ers of thedomain N or Z, inluding the prede�ned onstants `inf' and `sup'. Usual unary(�, `abs' for absolute value, and `ard' for the ardinality of a set expression),binary in�x (+, �, �, = for integer quotient, and % for integer remainder), andaggregate (P, denoted in ASCII by `sum') arithmeti operators are available. Asum is indexed by loal variables ranging over �nite sets, whih may be �lteredon-the-y by a ondition given after the `j' symbol (read `suh that').Sets obey the same rules as domains. So, for set expressions, the argumentsare either set identi�ers or (intensionally or extensionally) given sets, inludingthe prede�ned sets N and Z. Only the (unparameterised) binary in�x domainonstrutor � and its speialisations �! and 6�! are available as operators.Finally funtion expressions are built by applying a funtion identi�er to anargument tuple. We have found no use yet for any other operators on funtions(but see the disussion of future work in Setion 4).



Example 6. The numeri expressionXg:Guests j Shedule(g;p)=hCrewSize(g)denotes the sum of the rew sizes of all the guest boats that are sheduled tovisit host h at period p, assuming this expression is within the sope of the loalvariables h and p. The nested funtion expression CrewSize(g) stands for thesize of the rew of guest g, whih is a natural number aording to Example 4.Atoms are built from numeri expressions with the usual omparison predi-ates, suh as the binary in�x =, 6=, and � (denoted in ASCII by `=', `!=', and`=<' respetively). Atoms also inlude the prede�ned `true' and `false', as well asreferenes to the elements of a relation. We have found no use yet for any otherprediates. Note that `2' is unneessary as x 2 S is equivalent to S(x).Example 7. The atom BIBD(v1; i) stands for the truth value of variety v1 beingrelated to blok i in the BIBD relation of Example 5.Formulas are built from atoms. The usual binary in�x onnetives (^, _, ),(, and,, denoted in ASCII by `/\', `\/', `=>', `<=', and `<=>' respetively) andquanti�ers (8 and 9, denoted in ASCII by `forall' and `exists' respetively) areavailable. A quanti�ed formula is indexed by loal variables ranging over �nitesets, whih may be �ltered on-the-y by a ondition given after the `j' symbol(read `suh that'). As we provide a rih (enough) set of prediates, we are onlyinterested in models that an be formulated positively, and thus dispense withthe negation onnetive. The usual typing and preedene rules for operatorsand onnetives apply. All binary operators assoiate to the left.Example 8. The formula8(p : Periods ; h : Hosts)0� Xg:Guests j Shedule(g;p)=hCrewSize(g)1A � SpareCap(h)onstrains the spare apaity of any host boat h not to be exeeded at any periodp by the sum of the rew sizes of all the guest boats that are sheduled to visithost h at period p.A generalisation of the 9 quanti�er turns out to be very useful. We de�neount(Multipliity)(x : Set j Condition)to hold if and only if the ardinality of the set omprehension fx : Set j Conditiongis in the integer set Multipliity . So9(x : Set j Condition)is atually syntati sugar forount(1 : : : sup)(x : Set j Condition)



Example 9. The formula8(v1 < v2 : Varieties) ount(�)(j : Bloks j BIBD(v1; j) ^ BIBD(v2; j))says that eah ordered pair of varieties v1 and v2 ours together in exatly �bloks, via the BIBD relation. Regarding the exerpt `v1 < v2 : Varieties ', notethat multiple loal variables an be quanti�ed at the same time, and that a�ltering ondition on them may then be pushed aross the `j' symbol.Example 10. Assuming that the funtion Shedule is of the domain of Example 3and thus returns a group, the formula8(p1 < p2 : Players) ount(0 : : : 1)(v :Weeks j Shedule(p1; v) = Shedule(p2; v))says that there is at most one week where any ordered pair of players p1 and p2is sheduled to play in the same group.A ost expression is a numeri expression that has to be optimised. The on-straints on the deision variables of a model are a onjuntion of formulas, using^ as the onnetive. The objetive of a model is either to solve its onstraints:solve Constraintsor to minimise the value of its ost expression subjet to its onstraints:minimise CostExpression suh that Constraintsor similarly for maximising. A model onsists of a sequene of domain, onstant,and deision-variable delarations followed by an objetive, without separators.Example 11. Putting together ode fragments from Examples 1, 4, 5, and 9, weobtain the model of Figure 2 two pages ahead, disussed in Setion 2.3.The grammar of esra is desribed in Figure 1. For brevity and ease of read-ing, we have omitted most syntati-sugar options as well as the rules for iden-ti�ers, names, and numbers. The notation hntis� stands for a sequene of zeroor more ourrenes of the non-terminal hnti, separated by symbol s. Similarly,hntis+ stands for one or more ourrenes of hnti, separated by s. The typingrules ensure that the equality prediates = and 6= are only applied to expres-sions of the same type, that the other omparison prediates, suh as �, are onlyapplied to numeri expressions, and so on.2.3 ExamplesWe now showase the elegane and exibility of our language on three real-life problems, namely Balaned Inomplete Blok Designs, the Soial Golfersproblem, and the Progressive Party problem.



hModeli ::= hDeli+ hObjetiveihDeli ::= hDomDeli j hCstDeli j hVarDelihDomDeli ::= dom hIdi [ = hSeti ℄hCstDeli ::= st hIdi [ = hTuplei j hSeti ℄ : hSetExprihVarDeli ::= var hIdi : hSetExprihObjetivei ::= solve hFormulaij ( minimise j maximise ) hNumExpri suh that hFormulaihExpri ::= hIdi j hNamei j hTuplei j hNumExpri j hSetExpri j hFunAppli j ( hExpri )hNumExpri ::= hIdi j hInti j hNati j inf j sup j hFunApplij hNumExpri ( + j - j * j / j % ) hNumExprij ( - j abs ) hNumExprij ard hSetExprij sum ( hQuantExpri ) ( hNumExpri )hSetExpri ::= hSeti j hSetExpri [hSeti℄j hSetExpri ( [[hSeti℄#[hSeti℄℄ j # ) hSetExprij hSetExpri ( [->[hSeti℄℄ j -> j [+>[hSeti℄℄ j +> ) hSetExprihSeti ::= hIdi j int j natj { hTuplei,� } j { hComprExpri }j hNumExpri..hNumExpri j hNumExprihComprExpri ::= hExpri | ( hIdTuplei&+ in hSetExpri )/\+ [ | hFormulai ℄hFunAppli ::= hIdi hTupleihTuplei ::= (hExpri,+) j hExprihFormulai ::= true j false j hRelApplij hFormulai ( /\ j \/ j => j <= j <=> ) hFormulaij hNumExpri ( < j =< j = j >= j > j != ) hNumExprij forall ( hQuantExpri ) ( hFormulai )j ount ( hSeti ) ( hQuantExpri )hRelAppli ::= hIdi hTupleihQuantExpri ::= ( ( hRelQvarsi j hIdTuplei&+ ) in hSetExpri ),+ [ | hFormulai ℄hRelQvarsi ::= hExpri ( < j =< j = j >= j > j != ) hExprihIdTuplei ::= hIdi j ( hIdi,+ )Fig. 1. The grammar of esra



dom Varieties ;Bloksst r; k; � : Nvar BIBD : Varieties r�k Blokssolve8(v1 < v2 : Varieties) ount(�)(j : Bloks j BIBD(v1; j) ^ BIBD(v2; j))Fig. 2. A pretty-printed esra model for BIBDsdom Varieties, Bloksst r, k, lambda : natvar BIBD : Varieties [r#k℄ Blokssolveforall (v1 < v2 : Varieties)ount (lambda) (j : Bloks | BIBD(v1,j) /\ BIBD(v2,j))Fig. 3. An esra model for BIBDsBalaned Inomplete Blok Designs. Let V be any set of v elements, alledvarieties. A balaned inomplete blok design (BIBD) is a bag of b subsets ofV , alled bloks, eah of size k (onstraint C1), suh that eah pair of distintvarieties ours together in exatly � bloks (C2), with 2 � k < v. An impliedonstraint is that eah variety ours in the same number of bloks (C3), namelyr = �(v � 1)=(k � 1). A BIBD is parameterised by a 5-tuple hv; b; r; k; �i ofparameters. Originally intended for the design of statistial experiments, BIBDsalso have appliations in ryptography and other domains. See Problem 28 athttp://www.splib.org for more information.The instane data an be delared as the two domainsVarieties and Bloks , ofimpliit sizes v and b respetively, as well as the three natural-number onstantsr, k, and �, as in Examples 1 and 4. A unique relational deision variable,BIBD , an then be delared as in Example 5, thereby immediately taking areof the onstraints C1 and C3. The remaining onstraint C2 an be modelled asin Example 9. Figure 2 shows the resulting pretty-printed esra model, whileFigure 3 shows it in ASCII notation.For omparison, an opl [31℄ model is shown in Figure 4, where `= ...' meansthat the value is to be found in a orresponding data�le. The deision variableBIBD is a 2-dimensional array of integers 0 or 1, indexed by the varieties andbloks, suh that BIBD[i,j℄ = 1 i� variety i is ontained in blok j. Further-more, the onstraints C1 and C3, whih we ould apture by multipliities in theesra model, need here to be stated in more length. Finally, the onstraint C2is stated using a higher-order onstraint:2 for eah ordered pair of varieties v1and v2, the number of times they appear in the same blok, that is the numberof bloks j where BIBD(v1,j) = 1 = BIBD(v2,j) holds, must equal lambda.In an opl model, one needs to deide what onrete datatypes to use forrepresenting the abstrat deision variables of the original problem statement.2 A higher-order onstraint refers to the truth value of another onstraint. In opl, thelatter is nested in parentheses, truth is represented by 1, and falsity by 0.



enum Varieties = ..., Bloks = ...;int r = ...; int k = ...; int lambda = ...;range Boolean 0..1;var Boolean BIBD[Varieties,Bloks℄;solve {forall(j in Bloks) sum(i in Varieties) BIBD[i,j℄ = k;forall(i in Varieties) sum(j in Bloks) BIBD[i,j℄ = r;forall(ordered v1,v2 in Varieties)sum(j in Bloks) (BIBD[v1,j℄ = 1 = BIBD[v2,j℄) = lambda;... symmetry-breaking ode ...}; Fig. 4. An opl model for BIBDsIn this ase, we hose a 2-dimensional 0/1 array BIBD, indexed by Varietiesand Bloks. We ould just as well have hosen a di�erent representation, say (ifopl had set variables) a 1-dimensional array BIBD, indexed by Bloks, of subsetsof Varieties. Suh a hoie a�ets the formulation of every onstraint and theost expression, but is premature as even expert intuition is weak in preditingwhih representation hoie leads to the best solving eÆieny. Consequently, themodeller has to frequently reformulate the onstraints and the ost expressionwhile experimenting with di�erent representations. No suh hoies have to bemade in an esra model, making esra a more onvenient modelling language.As a onsequene to suh representation hoies, one often introdues an as-tronomial amount of symmetries into an opl model that are not present in theoriginal problem statement [10℄. For example, given a solution, any two rowsor olumns in the array BIBD an be swapped, giving a di�erent, but symmet-rially equivalent, solution. Suh symmetries need to be addressed in order toahieve eÆient solving. Hene, symmetry-breaking ode [10, 32℄ would have tobe inserted, as indiated in Figure 4. Sine suh hoies are postponed to theompilation phase in esra (see Setion 2.4), any symmetries onsiously intro-dued an be handled (automatially) in that proess.The Soial Golfers Problem. In a golf lub, there are n players, eah ofwhom plays golf one a week (onstraint C1) and always in g groups of size s(C2), hene n = gs. The objetive is to determine whether there is a shedule ofw weeks of play for these golfers, suh that there is at most one week where anytwo distint players are sheduled to play in the same group (C3). An impliedonstraint is that every group ours exatly sw times aross the shedule (C4).See Problem 10 at http://www.splib.org for more information.The instane data an be delared as the three natural-number onstantsg, s, and w, via `st g; s; w : N', as well as the three domains Players , Weeks ,and Bloks , as in Example 1. A unique deision variable, Shedule , an then bedelared using the funtional domain in Example 3, thereby immediately takingare of the onstraints C1 (beause of the totality of the funtion) and C4. The



st g; s; w : Ndom Players = 1 : : : g � s; Weeks = 1 : : : w; Groups = 1 : : : gvar Shedule : (Players �Weeks) �!s�w Groupssolve8(p1 < p2 : Players) ount(0 : : : 1)(v :Weeks j Shedule(p1; v) = Shedule(p2; v))^ 8(h : Groups ; v : Weeks) ount(s)(p : Players j Shedule(p; v) = h)Fig. 5. A pretty-printed esra model for the Soial Golfers problemonstraint C3 an be modelled as in Example 10. The onstraint C2 an be statedusing the ount quanti�er, as seen in the pretty-printed esra model of Figure 5.Note the di�erent style of modelling sets of unnamed objets, via the separa-tion of models from the instane data, ompared to Figure 2. There we introduetwo sets without initialising them at the model level, while here we introduethree uninitialised onstants that are then used to arbitrarily initialise threedomains of desired ardinalities. Both models an be reformulated in the otherstyle. The bene�t of suh sets of unnamed objets is that their elements are indis-tinguishable, so that lower-level representations of relational deision variableswhose domains involve suh sets are known to introdue symmetries.The Progressive Party Problem. The problem is to timetable a party ata yaht lub. Certain boats are designated as hosts, while the rews of theremaining boats are designated as guests. The rew of a host boat remainson board throughout the party to at as hosts, while the rew of a guest boattogether visits host boats over a number of periods. The spare apaity of anyhost boat is not to be exeeded at any period by the sum of the rew sizes ofall the guest boats that are sheduled to visit it then (onstraint C1). Any guestrew an visit any host boat in at most one period (C2). Any two distint guestrews an visit the same host boat in at most one period (C3). See Problem 13at http://www.splib.org for more information.The instane data an be delared as the three domains Guests, Hosts, andPeriods , via `dom Guests;Hosts;Periods ', as well as the two funtional onstantsSpareCap and CrewSize , as in Example 4. A unique funtional deision variable,Shedule , an then be delared via `var Shedule : (Guests�Periods) �! Hosts '.The onstraint C1 an now be modelled as in Example 8. The onstraints C2and C3 an be stated using the ount quanti�er, as seen in the pretty-printedesra model of Figure 6.2.4 Compiling Relational ModelsA ompiler for esra is urrently under development. It is being written in oaml(http://www.oaml.org) and ompiles esra models into SICStus Prolog [5℄�nite-domain onstraint programs. Our hoie of target language is motivatedby its exellent olletion of global onstraints and by our ollaboration with itsdevelopers on designing new global onstraints.



dom Guests ; Hosts ; Periodsst SpareCap : Hosts �! N; CrewSize : Guests �! Nvar Shedule : (Guests � Periods) �! Hostssolve8(p : Periods ; h : Hosts) Pg:Guests j Shedule(g;p)=hCrewSize(g)! � SpareCap(h)^ 8(g : Guests ; h : Hosts) ount(0 : : : 1)(p : Periods j Shedule(g; p) = h)^ 8(g1 < g2 : Guests) ount(0 : : : 1)(p : Periods j Shedule(g1; p) = Shedule(g2; p))Fig. 6. A pretty-printed esra model for the Progressive Party problemWe already have an esra-to-opl ompiler [36, 15℄, written in Java, for arestrition of esra to funtions, now alled Funtional-esra. That projet gaveus muh of the expertise needed for developing the urrent ompiler.The solver-independent esra language is so high-level that it is very smallompared to suh target languages, espeially in the number of neessary prim-itive onstraints. The full panoply of features of suh target languages an,and must, be deployed during ompilation. In partiular, the implementationof deision-variable indies into matries is well-understood.In order to bootstrap our new ompiler quikly, we deided to representinitially every relational deision variable by a matrix of 0/1 variables, indexed byits partiipating sets. This �rst version of the new ompiler is thus deterministi.The plan is then to add alternatives to this unique representation rule, de-pending on the multipliities and other onstraints on the relation, ahieving anon-deterministi ompiler, suh as our existing Funtional-esra-to-opl om-piler [36, 15℄. The modeller is then invited to experiment with her (real-life)instane data and the resulting ompiled programs, so as to determine whihone is the `best'. If the ompiler is provided with those instane data, then itan be extended to automate suh experiments and generate rankings.Eventually, more intelligene will be built into the ompiler via heuristis(suh as those of [15℄) for the ompiler to rank the resulting ompiled programsby dereasing likelihood of eÆieny, without any reourse to experiments. In-deed, depending on the multipliities and other onstraints on a relation, ertainrepresentations thereof an be shown to be better than others, under ertain as-sumptions on the targeted solver, and this either theoretially (see for instane[33℄ for bijetions and [15℄ for injetions) or empirially (see for instane [28℄ forbijetions). We envisage a hybrid interative/heuristi ompiler.Our ultimate aim is of ourse to design an atual solver for relational on-straints, without going through ompilation.3 Bene�ts of Relational ModellingIn our experiene, and as demonstrated in Setion 2.3, a relational onstraintmodelling language leads to more onise and intuitive models, as well as to moreeÆient and e�etive model formulation and veri�ation. Due to esra being



smaller than onventional onstraint programming languages, we believe it iseasier to learn and master, making it a good andidate for a teahing medium.All this ould entail a better dissemination of onstraint tehnology.Relational languages seem a good trade-o� between generality and spei�ity,enabling eÆient solving despite more generality. Relations are a single, pow-erful onept for elegantly modelling many aspets of ombinatorial problems.Also, there are not too many di�erent, and even standard, ways of representingrelations and relational expressions. Known and future modelling insights, suhas those in [15, 28, 33℄, an be built into the ompilers, so that even time-pressedor less ompetent modellers an bene�t from them. Modelling is unenumberedby early if not uninformed ommitments to representation hoies. Low-levelmodelling devies suh as rei�ation and higher-order onstraints an be en-apsulated as implementation devies. The number of deision variables beingredued, there is even hope that diretly solving the onstraints at the high re-lational level an be faster than solving their ompiled lower-level ounterparts.All this illustrates that more generality need not mean poorer performane.Relational models are more amenable to maintenane when the ombina-torial problem hanges, beause most of the tedium is taken are of by theompiler. Model maintenane at the relational level redues to adapting to thenew problem, with all representation (and solving) issues left to the ompiler.Very little work is involved here when a multipliity hange entails a preferablerepresentation hange for a relation. Maintenane an even be neessary whenthe statistial distribution of the problem instanes that are to be solved hanges[22℄. If information on the new distribution is given to the envisaged ompiler,a simple reompilation will take are of the maintenane.Relational models are at a more suitable level for possibly automated modelreformulation, suh as via the inferene and seletion of suitable implied on-straints, with again the ompiler assisting in the more mundane aspets. In theBIBD and Soial Golfers examples, we have observed that multipliities providea nie framework for disovering and stating some implied onstraints. Indeed,the language makes the modeller think about making these multipliities expliit,even if they were not in the original problem formulation.Relational models are more amenable to onstraint analysis. Deteted prop-erties as well as properties onsiously introdued during ompilation into lower-level programs, suh as symmetry or bijetiveness, an then be taken into aountduring ompilation [10℄, espeially using tratability results [32℄.There would be further bene�ts to an abstrat modelling language if it wereadopted as a standard front-end language for solvers. Models and instane datawould then be solver-independent and ould be shared between solvers, whatevertheir tehnology. Indeed, the targeted solvers need not even use onstraint teh-nology, but ould just as well use answer-set programming, linear programming,loal searh, or propositional satis�ability tehnology, or any hybrid thereof.This would failitate fair and homogeneous omparisons, say via new standardbenhmarks, as well as foster ompetition in �ne-tuning the ompilers.



4 ConlusionWe have argued that solver-independent, abstrat onstraint modelling leads toa simpler and smaller language; to more onise, intuitive, and analysable mod-els; as well as to more eÆient and e�etive model formulation, maintenane,reformulation, and veri�ation. All this an be ahieved without sari�ing thepossibility of eÆient solving, so that even time-pressed or less ompetent mod-ellers an be well assisted. Towards this, we have proposed the esra relationalmodelling language, showased its elegane on some well-known problems, andoutlined a ompilation philosophy for suh languages. To onlude, let us lookat related work (Setion 4.1) and future work(Setion 4.2).4.1 Related WorkWe have here generalised and re-engineered our own work [11, 36, 15℄ on a pre-deessor of esra, now alled Funtional-esra, that only supports funtionaldeision variables, by pursuing the aim of relational modelling outlined in [9℄.Elsewhere, suh ideas have reently inspired a related projet [3℄, inorporatingpartition deision variables. Constraints for bag deision variables [2, 7, 34℄ andsequene deision variables [2, 26℄ have also been proposed.This researh owes a lot to previous work on relational modelling in formalmethods and on ERA-style semanti data modelling, espeially to the alloyobjet modelling language [16℄, whih itself gained muh from the z spei�ationnotation [29℄ (and learned from uml/ol how not to do it). Contrary to ERAmodelling, we do not distinguish between attributes and relations.In onstraint programming, the ommerial opl [31℄ stands out as a medium-level modelling language and atually gave the impetus to design esra: see theBIBD example in Setion 2.3 and onsult [9℄ for a further omparison of elegantesra models with more awkward (published) opl ounterparts that do notprovide all the bene�ts of Setion 3. Other higher-level onstraint modellinglanguages than esra have been proposed, suh as alie [18℄, CLP (Fun(D))[14℄, lps [2℄, onjunto [13℄, eal [30℄, flogg [7℄, nl [37℄, and the language of[24℄. Our esra shares with them the quest for a pratial delarative modellinglanguage based on a strongly-typed fuller �rst-order logi than Horn lauses, withsequene, set, bag, funtional, or even relational deision variables, while oftendispensing with reursion, negation, and unbounded quanti�ation. However,esra goes way beyond them, by advoating an ADT view (of relations), so thatrepresentations need not be �xed in advane, by providing an elegant notationfor multipliity onstraints, and by promising intelligent ompilation.In the �eld of knowledge representation, answer-set programming (ASP) hasreently been advoated [21℄ as a pratial onstraint solving paradigm, espe-ially for dynami domains suh as planning. A set of (disjuntive) funtion-freelauses, where lassial negation and negation as failure are allowed, is inter-preted as a onstraint, stating when an atom is in a solution, alled an answer setor a stable model. This non-monotoni approah di�ers from onstraint (logi)programming, where statements are used to add atomi onstraints on deision



dom Citiesst Distane : (Cities � Cities) �! Nvar Next : Cities �!1 Citiesminimise P:CitiesDistane(;Next())suh that 8(1&2 : Cities) Next�(1) = 2Fig. 7. A pretty-printed esra model for the Travelling Salesperson problemvariables to a onstraint store, whereupon propagation and searh are used toonstrut solutions. Implementation methods for omputing the answer sets ofground programs have advaned signi�antly over reent years, possibly usingpropositional satis�ability (SAT) solvers. Also, e�etive grounding proedureshave been devised for some lasses of suh programs with (shemati) variables.Sample ASP systems are dlv [19℄ and smodels [23℄. Closely related are Con-straintLingo [8℄ and np-spe [4℄. The languages of these systems inlude usefulfeatures, suh as ardinality and weight onstraints, aggregate funtions, andsoft onstraints. They have stritly more expressive power than propositionallogi and traditional onstraint (logi) programming/modelling languages, in-luding esra. Again, our objetive only is a language that is useful for elegantlymodelling a large number of ombinatorial problems. The ardinality onstraintof smodels is a restrition of the esra `ount' quanti�er to interval multiplii-ties, as opposed to set multipliities. Speed omparisons with SAT solvers wereenouraging, but no omparison has been done yet with onstraint solvers.4.2 Future WorkMost of our future work has already been listed in Setions 2.4 and 3 aboutthe ompiler design and long-term bene�ts of relational modelling, suh as thegeneration of implied onstraints and the breaking of symmetries.We have argued that our esra language is very small. This is mostly beausewe have not yet identi�ed the need for any other operators or prediates. Anexeption to this is the need for transitive losure relation onstrutors. Weaim at modelling the well-known Travelling Salesperson (TSP) problem as inFigure 7, where the transitive losure of the bijetion Next on Cities is denotedby Next�. This general mehanism avoids the introdution of an ad ho `iruit'onstraint as in alie [18℄.As we do not aim at a omplete onstraint modelling language, we an bevery onservative in what missing features shall be added to esra when theyare identi�ed. Also, for manpower reasons, we do not yet propose other ADTs,say for bags or sequenes, although this was originally part of our original vision(see Setion 3.3 of [11℄).Our request for expliit model-level distintion between onstants and dei-sion variables may be eventually lifted, as the default is run-time initialisation:we ould treat as onstants any universally quanti�ed variable that was atually
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